Quantitative analysis of gene expression by ion-pair high-performance liquid chromatography.
We have analyzed the utility of ion-pair reversed-phase HPLC for gene quantification by competitive reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Competitive RT-PCR reactions employed various RNA competitors which shared high sequence similarity to the native transcripts for which they served as references. Competitive reactions resulted in the detection of two reaction products when reactions were analyzed by agarose gel electrophoresis, but three products when analyzed by HPLC. The third product was demonstrated to be a heteroduplex formed between mixed strands of native and competitor amplicons. Mathematical analysis of these competitive reactions indicated that identification and quantification of the heteroduplexes were essential to produce accurate gene quantification. PCR amplification efficiency was shown to be identical for native and competitor transcripts. However, RT efficiency differences were observed which may be sequence dependent. These differences were highly consistent across reactions for the same native and competitor inputs. Increasing the sequence similarity resulted in a competitor which had the same RT efficiency as the native transcript. Titration of various levels of competitor against native RNA resulted in the expected linear relationships which had slopes of unity. Quantitation could be performed with similar precision in single tube comparisons in which the initial abundance of the native transcript was calculated by knowledge of the final reaction product ratio and the initial competitor input level. The assay system is highly accurate, i.e. the measured level of gene expression reflected the actual copy number of the gene present in the sample. This was demonstrated by performing reactions in which known amounts of native transcript were quantified and the amount estimated by the assay was shown to be the same as the known amount added to the reaction. A similar approach has been devised for examining the relative levels of alternatively spliced isoforms. In this system, primers were selected to produce reaction products which served as their own internal competitors (by spanning the alternative splice site). Hormonal dependence of the ratio of abundance of two isoforms of the rabbit RUSH-1 gene was demonstrated.